Money Skills- People Skills Patch

Girls learn how to talk to, listen to, and work with all kinds of people while selling product.

Because your Girl Scout learns how to talk and listen to all kinds of people while selling...

- She can ask a teacher or other trusted adult for help
- She can work well with others on school projects or as part of a sports team.

Activities- Complete three of the five activities below

1. Practice asking someone to order or buy Cookies/MagNuts from you.
2. If someone doesn't want to order or buy from you, how do you respond?
3. Who should you thank for purchasing/ordering Cookies/MagNuts? How can you thank them?
4. How can you let people know you are selling product?
5. If you don't like one of the product options, how can you convince others to buy it?

Please contact the Girl Scout Shop at shop@gs-nmtrails.org for patch availability.